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Returning after          
February half term is 
always a strange      
feeling. For the majority 
of the school, we are 
half way there. There is 
still plenty of the year 
left to make positive 
change, to make      
mistakes and learn 
from them, and to     
progress.                    
However, there is also 
a feeling that the end is 
drawing near. For 
Yrs11&13 students, the 
weeks are now down to 
single figures. The fact 
that there is less than a 
term to go is beginning 
to become a reality, 
and, while many of 
these wonderful        
students will continue 
at County, for lots of     
others, this is the last 
time to experience the 
things that make    
County special: the last 
Charity Week, the last 
dismissal assembly, 
the last mufti day.                 
I did some assemblies       
recently on what makes 

us happy, and I hope 
that the next few weeks 
will be a chance for   
students to think about 
some of those ideas. 
There are many, many 
experiences every day 
that make us feel good, 
but do we always      
notice them? If we     
notice them, do we 
stop to enjoy them 
(however briefly)? It is 
all too easy to         
comment at the end of 
the day that ‘nothing 
good happened’, or it 
was simply ‘alright.’ 
The next two weeks 
are a good chance to       
challenge that.       
Spring is here, the 
mornings are lighter. 
Let’s all take the         
opportunity to think 
about the moments in 
the day that bring us 
happiness. It is often 
something simple - as 
most of the school is 
aware, for me, it is my 
daily Diet Coke - but if 
we don’t stop to        

recognise that it is   
making us happy, and 
take a small moment to 
enjoy whatever it may 
be, we are not being 
kind to ourselves.     
This brings me back to 
the initial feeling about 
this half term. For those 
students who are in 
their last weeks at 
County, enjoy them. 
Take the time to notice 
and to commit to 
memory some of the 
amazing times you 
have had here. Time 
passes so quickly. 
Make sure that you    
savour the happy      
moments of the next 
few weeks. 

Jo Cole 

Head of Upper School 

Take time to be in the moment ... 
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We have had a really fun time being part of Student Council this 
year, exposing us, and the teachers, to the diversity of views and 
opinions of County School students. We began the academic 
year by, not only achieving Ms Cole’s ultimate goal of a School 
Council badge, but also discussing ways to make the new      
MUGA more student-friendly, deciding on a timetable which has 
worked really well. We followed this by debating solutions to   
concerns about the canteen with Mr Cheesman, and various 
aspects of Mr Smith’s latest agenda.  

We also shortlisted charities to donate the money from the    
upcoming Charity Week towards, suggesting Water Aid and the 
Number Five Project, which will also be joined by the Senior 
Team’s choice of Rays of Sunshine. Views about other issues, 
including mobile phone use, corridor traffic and water fountains, 
were fiery and will be carried over into this term. We would like to 
give a massive thanks to Ms Cole for her enthusiasm and       
dedication every week, and of course to the representatives (in 
the words of Mr Cheesman “they are a tough audience”), for their 
ongoing persistence in improving the County community! 

             Emily, Helena and Naomi Yr13 

Windsor House in the Spotlight 

mailto:jthorpe@guildfordcounty.co.uk
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As part of our commitment to providing students with the opportunity 
to learn ‘endangered’ instruments, we launched our annual Brass 
Programme in the autumn term. We offer lessons on Trumpet, 
French Horn, Trombone and Tuba, and, as is our norm, within a few 
weeks of learning an instrument, students are invited to join one of 
our ensembles. 
On February 13th, in our annual showcase and to a packed hall of 
parents and friends, we celebrated their musical achievements.   
We heard performances from our youngest players in iBrass, our 
intermediate players in InterBrass, as well as our Senior Brass    
Ensemble, Lower Brass Ensemble, Trombone Choir and Trombone 
Quartets.  
The evening finished with all 42 players performing together.  
Congratulations to all involved and a special thank you to Mr Hart 
Dyke, Mr Doherty and Mr Gale for their hard work.  

Caroline Gale 
Director Of Music, Head of Creative Arts 

The recent brass           
concert was                     

uplifting and inspiring.                       
It showed what             

wonders Guildford      
County can achieve       

and what great                      
opportunities we            

have here, whatever      
our standard.                        

I am so glad to                 
be part of this                
community! 

Esther Yr10 

It’s one of my      
favourite nights,       

as all the           
Guildford County 

brass players 
unite … 

Henrique Yr11 

GLive 

 

Ice Cream and Waxing 

Pancakes and Shaving 

GCS Charity 

Week 2019 

Roll up … Roll up 
 

There are still tickets left, 
direct from GLive Box Office, 

for our wonderful celebration of  
all things musical. 

 

Friday 29th March @ 7pm  
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RAZER:Stan Pilay, Tobias Slyfield, Patrick De Oude, Thomas Stennet, Qassim Abed 

designed a tracking device that can be attached to all your valuables. 

ZODIAC: Jenny Virgo and Annabelle Shaw                                                          

designed a sing-a-long radio for the shower, that displays lyrics and is 

100 %waterproof. 

LEFTY: Ben Harper and Johanan McNair-Scott                                         

designed a hand support for people who are left handed, in order to 

stop smudging and ruining work. 

DREAM TEAM: Naomi Tearle                                                              

designed a movable ‘holding’ unit that supports people with        

disabilities, especially those who only have the use of one hand. 

BUBELLA:Clara Conquest, Maggie Patmore & Matilda Billinge 
designed an all-weather adjustable umbrella that morphs to 
protect your body in heavier weather 

LSD: Tuesday Lovegrove, Dan Kite and Isla Skelton 
designed a personalised bag to help students who   
suffer with anxiety and depressions, to manage and 
organise the day to day life of school. 

The Dragon’s Den finals saw an amazing selection          

of products and presentations from  our                           

six finalist teams . . . 

All of the students demonstrated a 
knowledge of their product and  

supported their designs with broad 
and considered business sense. 

What really stood out was the      
empathy and understanding for the 

clients’ needs. 
The Matrix design professionals 

were blown away with the level of 
talent and confidence in our         

students, so much so that they 
weren’t able decide on one        

overall winner! 
Congratulations to all the finalists, 
who will now all receive the prize, 

and, in addition, gain experience in 
the industry, when they go on a 

work experience day. 

I can speak on behalf of all involved 
that we couldn’t be prouder of the 

students who took part in this       
project. I don’t mind saying, I shed a 

tear or two of joy and pride! 

 

Well done GCS design teams!!! 
 

Maggie Hambleton, Resistant Materials, Art & Design 

Problem - Design - Solution 
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Attend 3 Foreign Films over the year ... 

 … and earn a GCS FFS Loyalty Badge 
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60 Yr9s watched a fabulously 
upbeat and family-friendly   
version of Romeo & Juliet at 
The Globe Theatre. As well as 
it being a very creative and 
engaging, shortened adaptation 
of the play, it was all the better 
for being seated and out of the 
rain! 
The actors received a standing 
ovation at the finale, as much 
for their dynamic role-playing, 
as for their pretty awesome 
musicianship and                 
choreographed dance 
moves! Sadly, though, Disney 
hasn't yet made it to The Globe 
and the ending was still as 
tragic as ever. Hopefully,    
however, the moral lesson was 
there and the students had a 
great opportunity to experience 
a live performance in such a 
renowned theatre - always a 
privilege. 

Jane White, 
Head of Lower School English 

‘All the world’s a stage,  
And all the men and women merely players’ 
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On Saturday 2nd March 2019, Elodie and I, accompanied by Mrs 
Gibbs and Mrs Doar, had the opportunity of attending an Open 
Day at the English Faculty of Oxford University. During our visit 
we explored two Oxford colleges (Mansfield and Wadham), sat in 
on some brilliant and thought-provoking lectures and, most  
notably, were treated to a full English at lunch! 

The main lectures held at the Open Day concerned etymology, 
the work of Shakespeare and Victorian literature. The etymology 
lecture in particular was fascinating; who knew the word ‘meme’ 
is derived from the ancient Greek, inspired by ‘gene’? We were 
also able to discuss and learn about the admissions process at 
Oxford, as well as the everyday life of an English student from the 
students themselves. 

 Thanks to the university’s welcoming 
and approachable staff, lecturers and 
students, the process of application 
was made to appear less daunting 
than I had thought.  While Oxford is 
certainly prestigious, its staff made 
clear that a fascination with the  
subject, coupled with a willingness to 
learn and improve, is valued just as 
much as good grades – fantastic 
news to students everywhere. 

Freddie Greenwood Yr12 

The popular recent  
addition of six iPads in 
the Library, purchased 
last year by a          
combination of         
Curriculum Bursary and 
The Friends, have been 
used in many Yr8     
projects, for reading 
and conducting a      
survey about library 
usage.  They are       
proving especially   
useful when used in 

combination with The 
Day.                   

 

The Day is a specially designed current 
affairs service for schools which publishes 
articles and features every weekday,         
encouraging students to think about the world 
around them.  
Everyone at home and school can use this 
service using the details below.  Explore the 
website and find information on your favourite 
subjects.      

 

User Name - guildfordcounty19  
Password – theday 

News from the Library 

Yr9 visit The Globe  
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Skis, Spas and Snowploughing ... 
… three key aspects to the unforgettable experience that was the 2019 GCS Ski Trip. Although starting with a 24 hour coach journey and 
ending with another, these were small prices to pay for the memories and laughter had this year; and despite the inevitable chaos of the 
initial ski fittings (no thanks to my disproportionate feet), by Sunday morning everybody was suited, booted, and ready to ski. Firstly, 
there were some happy reunions between ski trip veterans and our old familiar instructors; they remembered some of our more      
memorable skiers straight away … they remembered the others after we repeated our names very slowly, several times over. Next, the 
tense initial tests, that revealed who was an actual ‘expert skier’ and who had just been bragging on the coach. After that, the groups 
were off and the slopes were awaiting. 5 hours of skiing later, with a couple of hours in-between to savour an exceptionally salty all-
Italian lunch, it was back to the hotel, joyful but tired, and collectively in dire need of a shower. Before we knew it though, Mr 
Cheeseman was drumming on our doors; it was early the next morning and time to get up and ski again.  
The second and third day were noticeably different; gone were the early fears of stacking it on the baby slopes. The real skiing had   
begun, but our newfound confidence maybe propelled us a little too much, especially up the ramps that we were eyeing up the day 
before. Over the first few days, we did sustain a few battle wounds, had several tender embraces with trees, broke a few skis, and 
crashed into each other many, many times. The snow down our bruised backs didn’t quench our fiery adrenaline however, and we   
continued to ski up the ramps like lunatics, following the example of our fearless Italian instructors; well … as people say, when in Rome, 
do as the Romans do.  

After carving up the slopes, in a way that would make a sushi chef proud, we were 
exhausted, but never left to the clutches of boredom. A visit down to Bormio town 
and the heated spa/pool gave us a relaxing escape from our aching calves… except 
for someone’s bright idea to lie down in the snow in nothing but swimwear 
(fortunately remedied by a steaming-hot sauna). A game of Bingo and a quiz also 
filled up our free time, but the most notable, of all our evening activities,  was the 
traditional mock court, which put the slope-destroying (and ski-destroying) Nel-
son, the embezzling Caroline and the charming ladies’-man Rafe on trial for their 
many crimes. This created many hilarious and memorable moments, and led to 
everything but order in the court. However, despite the chaos, a harsh (and argua-
bly rigged) jury dished out some ski-based justice.  
On our final day, all groups journeyed to the highest reaches of the mountain, 
some (myself included) achieving top speeds down steep, powdery slopes, whilst 
others took it a little slower. They simply absorbed the beautiful views and took in 
the mountain air that was whistling in the other groups’ ears. Some last minute 
jumps at the Snow Park gave us a chance to practice clever stunts - if landing flat 
and hurting knees, or crossing legs and crashing miserably, classify as clever stunts. 
On our second attempts we soared - and landed - a little more gracefully. By the 
time the trip came to an end, our voices were croaky from yelling ‘SNOWPLOUGH’ 
and we swore we’d never eat pizza, pasta, or chips again. However, we were   
content, and, although sad to leave the slopes, we were all happy for the         
memories we had made. We were also very ready to go back to lockable           
bathrooms and large, comfy beds. Overall - a week to remember. Patrick Blake Yr13 
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For the first time ever, County found themselves with a team in the Surrey Rugby U16 final.  
On a cold, wet, blustery Monday evening the boys were preparing themselves mentally and physically to face an      
extremely strong Howard of Effingham team … and all under the lights at London Irish Rugby Club, in front of an      
excited 200 strong crowd.  

The team, made up of a mixture of Yr10&11 students, was drawing 3-3  … until a try, against the run of play in the 20
th
 

minute from Howard, meant the boys were trailing 10-3. An incredibly well organised defensive display from the        
opposition resulted in County not being able to capitalise on 10 minutes of pressure on Howard’s try line.                   

This effort was led by County’s Dan Mayger 
and Henrique Gabriel, but HoE still went into 
the break with a 7 point lead. 

The second half brought a fast start from the 
County boys and led to an outstanding try from 
Joe Butler, cutting through the defensive line to 
score near to the posts.  

Then, 40 minutes into the clash, Howard      
finished some positive attacking phases with a 
try from their exceptionally quick scrum-half. 

4 minutes to play, and more strong forward 
play, controlled and marshalled by Maric 
Gomez, led to a try from Gabriel, making the 
score 15-13 to Howard. In the final play of the 
game, the opposition were able to sneak one 
final try in, sealing a 20-13 win.  

As disappointed as the boys were, you could 
see in each of them the pride they held for 
what they had achieved -  reaching the final 
and putting everything they possibly could into 
a game that could have easily gone either way. 
They represented themselves, each other and 
the school fantastically well and we are all 
proud of their success. 

Well done to all!  
Dave Ayres, Head of Physical Education 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

Dates for the Diary 
Mon 11 Mar Charity Week begins 

Wed 13 Mar Surrey Uni Spanish Film Festival 

Fri 15 Mar Sports Dinner 

Wed  20 Mar Canterbury Tales  

Wed 20 Mar Surrey Uni Spanish Film Festival 

Thu 21 Mar Canterbury Tales  

Fri 22 Mar Canterbury Tales  

Wed 27 Mar House Public Speaking 

Thu 28 Mar Yr8 Parents Evening 

Fri 29 Mar GLive Gala Concert 

Thu 04 Apr GCS Foreign Film Society 

Fri 05 Apr Easter Holidays begin 

Sat 06 Apr Iceland Trip departs 


